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Paris version of SWEET JUSTICE: a successful event
with the distinguished patronage of Minister of Justice Christiane Taubira

Paris, the Comédie des Champs-Elysées, 16 June 2015
Guy A. Bottequin and Minister of Justice Christiane Taubira

Guy A. Bottequin, a mediator certified by the Republic and Canton of Geneva and a frequent trainer and
speaker at international conferences, meetings and symposia on mediation, has long wondered how to raise
public awareness of this conflict resolution process.
With his 880 hours’ experience of continuing training in mediation, he wanted to fully unveil its mysteries
through the medium of theatre, which resulted in the successful launch of the SWEET JUSTICE concept in
Geneva in October 2014.
A series of special performances has just taken place in June 2015 at the legendary Comédie des ChampsElysées theatre in Paris, attended by over 1,400 spectators.
Guy A. Bottequin played his own role on stage, alongside the actors Alain Carré, Stéphanie Leclef and Aïssa
Derrouaz, the narrator Nina Strack, the lawyer-mediators Olivier Cuperlier and Hedwige Caldairou and the
judge Danièle Ganancia.
The play was followed by a virtual trial in the criminal court.
The General Counsel, played by former Bar president Yves Repiquet on 1 and 2 June 2015 and by JeanBernard Dagnaud on 15 and 16 June, accused mediation of the attempted assassination of the work of lawyers
and the judiciary.
The defence was provided by former Bar president Christiane Féral-Schuhl, who proved the innocence of her
client, mediation.
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The play enjoyed the distinguished patronage of Minister of Justice Christiane Taubira.
Guy A. Bottequin was particularly honoured by her attendance at the performance on 16 June 2015.
Several days later, the Minister sent him a message: (translation by Belinda Allen)
"Dear Sir,
Thank you for your message.
There is still some way to go,
but our joint efforts have shortened the path.
Best wishes. "

Christine Taubira, Minister of Justice
Guy A. Bottequin was delighted that those attending the show included the Minister of Culture and Francophony
in Cote d'Ivoire, Maurice Kouakou Bandaman, the President of the FSM-SDM, Andréa Staubli, Bar presidents,
judges, lawyers and journalists from all over Europe.
The event received moral support from the following organizations:
-

French: the Centre for Mediation and Arbitration of Paris (CMAP) and the National Association of
Mediators (ANM);
Swiss: the Swiss Federation of Mediation Organizations (FSM-SDM), the Swiss Chamber of Commercial
Mediation (SCCM) and the Consortium for Mediation (GPM);
and from the French-speaking world: the Institute for Mediation in French-speaking Countries (IMEF).

This adaptation for the stage of an 'open heart' mediation aimed to attract novices and to convince potential
advocates of the power of win-win logic, showing them that Lady Justice could provide a real alternative.
The play does not aim to impose a single model for delivering mediation, or to constitute a training course.
It aims to demonstrate the benefits, so there can at last be a shift in attitudes towards restorative justice in
Europe and in the French-speaking world, for the benefit of the whole profession.
Guy A. Bottequin would like to thank everybody who has encouraged and supported him in the wonderful
adventure of SWEET JUSTICE.

Paris, the Comédie des Champs-Elysées, 16 June 2015
From left to right: Former Bar president Christiane Féral-Schuhl, actress Stéphanie Leclef, Minister of Justice Christiane Taubira,
actors Aïssa Derrouaz and Alain Carré, mediators Jean-Bernard Dagnaud, Olivier Cuperlier, Guy A. Bottequin and Hedwige
Caladairou, judge Danièle Ganancia.
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SWEET JUSTICE: press reviews

Le Point.fr, 24 May 2015

Lexbase, 21 May 2015
Videos (in French): Christophe Combarieu's "Culture Matin"
programme, LCP 10 June 2015
"Sweet Justice": lawyers on the stage, BFM TV 8 June
2015
Christophe Combarieu's favourites, LCI Culture 31 May
2015
http://genevaccord.com/en/genevaccord-portrait-press-review

Les Annonces de la Seine, 18 May 2015
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The 6th Conference on Judicial Mediation,
held by GEMME France and the CIMJ

The French section of GEMME (the European
Association of Judges for Mediation) and the CIMJ
(International Conference on Mediation for Justice)
are holding the 6th Conference on Judicial Mediation
at the Centre Universitaire Méditerranéen in Nice
from 1 to 4 July 2015.
There is a four-day program of meetings and
practical workshops on the theme "New stakes and
the quality of mediation", marking the twentieth
anniversary of French legislation on judicial
mediation 1995–2015.

Save the date!
7th Conference of the SCCM on 18 and 19
September 2015
The 7th conference of the SCCM will be held in
Lausanne.
16
mediation
professionals
practising
in
Switzerland, Belgium, Germany and the UK will act
as speakers, moderators and workshop leaders,
focusing on the theme of "Commercial Mediation:
new approaches and perspectives".
GENEVACCORD ADR SA has chosen to be one of
the sponsors supporting this important event.
The conference is open to all but places must be
booked.
Simultaneous translation (French>German and
German>French) will be provided at the event.

Where next for SWEET JUSTICE?
After Geneva in 2014 and Paris in 2015,
GENEVACCORD ADR is receiving numerous requests
to perform SWEET JUSTICE in other cities in
France, Europe and abroad.
A completely new version of SWEET JUSTICE may
be performed in a multicultural location in May
2016.
Watch this space!

Poetic reflection of the month suggested by
our consultant mediator in Neuchatel,
Raymonde Richter:

"Speech belongs
half to the speaker,
half to the listener. "
Montaigne, Essays
(Bk III, Ch 13, 1588; "Of Experience", 1694)
Translation by Belinda Allen

Information and bookings: www.skwm.ch

Editor in Chief: Guy A. Bottequin
Translation: Belinda Allen
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